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The xSystem is Scottoiler’s easiest to install and simplest
system to use to date. It features a revolutionary new
design that offers user friendly features, such as one
touch adjustment, in a compact package that provides
optimal chain lubrication for all riding conditions.
It’s perfect for anyone who is looking for a simple and
discreet solution to chain cleaning and lubrication.
Scottoiler are the market leader for chain oilers and have
been for over 30 years, making our products the
benchmark for automatic motorcycle chain lubrication.
Your motorcycle chain needs lubrication to keep it at its
peak performance, maximise lifespan and reduce the risk
of chain failure. Choosing a Scottoiler system will save
you time, money and hassle.

NO HASSLE - JUST RIDE

Revolutionary Design

“The xSystem has the potential to be a game changer in
the motorcycle world. When showing the initial prototypes
the feedback was nothing but positive.”

Product Specifications

Dimensions

150mm long x 46mm wide x 45mm deep

Fluid Type

Scottoil Standard / High Temp. only

Volume

60ml

Flow Rates

5 ﬂowrates – suitable from rainy to dry conditions

Range

up to 1500 miles

Battery Connection

Direct connection to bike battery

Temperature Range

-10 C to +50 C

Activation

Triple Axis Accelerometer

What’s in the Box?

Included in the xSystem chain oiler kit is the
xSystem unit, including the new dispenser that
makes installation the easiest yet, a 250ml bottle
of Scottoil, providing more than four reservoir
refills, tubing, clips, a set of installation
instructions and an operating guide.
The xSystem unit can be mounted in different
locations, e.g. onto the frame or under the seat,
depending on rider preference.

ROAD

TRACK

ADVENTURE

Easy to Use

The xSystem uses a micro-processor and triple axis
accelerometer to ensure your chain is lubricated
automatically with minimal rider input. Installation
and setup are simple too, something which will
appeal to both dealers and home mechanics alike.
Using this technology the unit will go into deep sleep
mode when you finish your ride, drawing a minimal
amount of power from your bike’s battery. When you
start your next ride the xSystem will wake up from
the sleep mode and continue maintaining your chain.
The xSystem has 5 flow-rate settings that allow for
all types of riding conditions which are easily adjusted
on the reservoir unit.

Easy to Install

Featured for the first time in the xSystem is the new
and unique dispenser design.
With the xSystem we are giving the user full control
over where and how the dispenser can be mounted.
The new dispenser design uses high quality 3M tape
that sticks to all surfaces and offers an easy and
effective solution.
Compatible with all types of swingarms, left or right
chain transmission systems and even single sided
swingarms the new dispenser design makes the
installation of the xSystem even more reliable and
discreet.

Motorcycle Chain Oiler Systems

vSystem
vacuum operated chain oiler system
The Scottoiler vSystem sets the standard
for motorcycle chain lubrication systems.
The vSystem will activate automatically
when you start your engine, taking over
your entire chain maintenance regime.
The vSystem has been awared the
prestigous RIDE Recommended triange
and is a favourite with motorcyclists
worldwide.

eSystem
electronic pump chain oiler system
The eSystem is our award-winning
premium motorcycle chain lubrication
system and the flagship Scottoiler model.
Voted MCN "Accessory of the Year” for
its fantastic technical features, ease of
installation and road performance.
Additionally, the handlebar riding display
gives the user total control over the
eSystem and makes it the most advanced
motorcycle chain maintenance tool we
have ever developed.

Scottoil Refill Lubricants
the only lubricant for your chain oiler system
Unique Scottoil lubricants are specially blended
with low tack-additives. Through continuous
lubrication, you get a cleaner and better
lubricated chain. Available in a range of sizes
and two temperature grades.

Scottoiler Dual Injector
super precise oil delivery
For an even more precise oil delivery we have developed the
Dual Injector. The oil is directed to both sides of the sprocket
at the same time, meaning that oil flow rates can be cut in
half while retaining optimal lubrication.
The Dual Injector makes a great upgrade to the xSystem or
any other Scottoiler chain oiler.

Scottoiler Lube Tube
flexible touring reservoir for big miles
Extending the range of a Scottoiler system is super easy. The
flexible Lube Tube reservoir can be tucked away behind a
fairing panel and easily connected to all Scottoiler systems.
The Lube Tube holds 200ml of Scottoil for an extra range of
up to 6000 miles.
The Lube Tube is a great way to extend the range on an
xSystem with the simple addition of the Lube Tube adapter.

Motorcycle Care and Protection

FS 365 - Complete
Motorcycle Protector
Protection for your motorcycle
against dirt and corrosion
Protect your bike against corrosion with
Scottoiler FS 365 Corrosion Protector
Spray. Simply spray it on your bike for
year-round protection.
It is safe to use on all materials. Spray it
on plastic, metal, engine components,
hoses, carbon fiber surfaces and
anodized parts, coating them with a
thin layer of protection that can be
polished for a super glossy finish.
Now also available as TMX 365
off-road protector!
The best way to protect your dirt bike
before, during and after your ride

Products Comparison

vSystem

xSystem

 Engine vacuum operated chain oiler system
 Flowrate adjustable on the reservoir

eSystem

 Motion activated chain oiler system
 Only lubricates when you ride
 Simple connection direct to the battery
 Easy installation on all motorbikes
 Easily adjusted flowrate on the reservoir

 Motion activated chain oiler system
 Only lubricates when you ride
 Simple connection direct to the battery
 Easy installation on all motorbikes
 Easily adjusted flowrate at any time
through the handlebar display

 5 flowrate settings
 New dispenser design

 10 flowrate settings
 Handlebar display
 Advanced technology, only lubricates at
riding speed

Pricing

Product Code

Product Description

SRP
gross
€

Kits
SO-9015
SO-9020
SO-8005
SO-8020

SO-1015
SO-1020
SO-3015
SO-3020
SO-1032
SO-1035
SO-1140
SO-1145
SO-1055
SO-1057
SO-1110
SO-1115
SO-1085
SO-1087

Product Code

Product Description

SRP
gross
€

Dual Injector
Lube Tube - Flexible High Capacity Reservoir
Lube Tube - Flexible High Capacity Reservoir - High Temp
Magnum HCR (High Capacity Reservoir)
Crampbuster (Standard)
Crampbuster (Oversize)
Crampbuster (Wide)

36.90
39.90
39.90
59.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

Scottoil - Traditional Blue (500ml bottle with spout)
Scottoil - Traditional Blue (250ml bottle with spout)
Scottoil - Traditional Blue (125ml bottle)
Scottoil - High Temperature Red (500ml bottle with spout)
Scottoil - High Temperature Red (250ml bottle with spout)
Scottoil - High Temperature Red (125ml bottle)

10.95
8.95
6.95
10.95
8.95
6.95

Accessories
eSystem - Electronic Scottoiler
eSystem - Electronic Scottoiler - High Temperature
xSystem
xSystem - High Temperature
vSystem
vSystem - High Temperature
KTM Kit
KTM Kit - High Temperature
Triumph TIGER 800/800XC vSystem
Triumph TIGER 800/800XC vSystem - High Temperature
Ducati MULTISTRADA Kit
Ducati MULTSTRADA Kit - High Temperature
Suzuki V-STROM 650/1000kit
Suzuki V-STROM 650/1000 kit - High Temperature
Kawasaki VERSYS 650/1000 Kit
Kawasaki VERSYS 650/1000 Kit - High Temperature
Honda AFRICA TWIN CRF1000 Kit
Honda AFRICA TWIN CRF1000 Kit - High Temperature

299.00
299.00
249.90
249.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90
139.90

SO-0036
SO-0053
SO-0051
SO-0007
SO-0100
SO-0105
SO-0110

Lubricants
SA-0005
SA-0008
RM-200008
SA-0004
SA-0007
RM-200009

Liquid Protection
SO-0040
SO-0045
SO-0073
SO-0074

FS 365 - Anti Corrosion - 1 Litre spray
FS 365 - Anti Corrosion - 5 Litre Reﬁll
TMX 365 - Oﬀ-Road Protection - 1 Litre Spray
TMX 365 - Oﬀ-Road Protection - 5 Litre Reﬁll

For further information please contact your Scottoiler products representative.

12.95
44.90
12.95
44.90

